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Mental map is considered as an individual’s mental representation of his/her spatial
cognition. People learn from the environment and add information to their personal
mental map. It becomes important when we try to understand the relationships
between one’s travel decision processes and their choice sets. The aim of this paper
is to study the relationship between individuals’ activity travel patterns and their
mental map by exploring people’s spatial cognition, their activity space and related
factors. Two-week travel diary and mental maps were collected for the same 57
individuals in Stockholm. Respondents were asked to report their recent trip
information in the travel diary and draw their familiar areas in specified maps. The
specified maps, to some extent, reflect respondents’ mental maps by transferring this
abstract concept from one’s mind to a visual representation. The derived mental maps
were manually drawn and transferred from graph to ASCII code in ArcGIS. The visited
activity locations on where people travelled during the observed period were used to
construct one’s activity space. The key determinants that construct these activity
space and mental map will be investigated. Marginal effect of each key variable will be
calculated to understand the magnitude of influence of each variable into the spatial
distribution of the given individual’s activity space and mental map.
The result shows that individual’s activity space is not necessarily within individual
mental map. Both activity space and mental map are correlated with individual’s
travel pattern factors. Mental map has positive influence to the formation of activity
space. The inference of marginal effect is useful for urban planning, promoting
transport policies and analyzing the effect of transport infrastructure since it can help
to locate the places that constitute individual’s activity space and mental map areas.
Keywords: Mental map, activity space, activity travel pattern, Stockholm.
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In Hägerstrand’s time-geographic concept (Hägerstrand, 1970), different individuals
are distributed in different geographic places over time. They create their own
“individual path” to conduct the activities in their daily lives. Even there is no
geographical movement, for example if an individual stay at the same place for a
period of time, one still moves in time in the perspective of time-space dimension
theory, which is called “be-in-place-ness” ((Hägerstrand, 1970; Ellegård and Svedin,
2012). Figure 1 shows a two dimensional time-space prism and “the front line of the
fabric”1 conditions such as location A, B and C. These locations are the time-space
locations of the individual paths. The spatial dispersion of these time-space locations
cost individual time for travelling over distances. (Hägerstrand, 1966) For example,
people who use public transport need to set aside more time than people who use car
although they perform a similar activity (Ellegård and Svedin, 2012). As a result, each
individual will have a unique time-space prism from “the front line of the fabric”
(Hägerstrand, 1970). Different people come up with different time-space prisms, and
lead to different spatial distribution of activity-related locations.
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The study of mental maps has always been an interest topic in human geography,
urban planning, environmental psychology, and travel behaviour. In transport science,
the relationship of mental maps with travel behavior is becoming explicit. People learn
from the environment through travelling and update their mental map, meanwhile,
make travel decision based on their mental maps (Hannes et al., 2006). Based on the
cognitive learning model, individual will continuously update their mental map based
on observations the individual makes during the implementation of activities and trips
and further affect their travel choices (Cenani et al., 2012). A nonlinear relationship
was suggested between physical world with travel behavior, in which mental maps
play an important role (Caspar and Harry, 2008). For these reasons, mental maps do
help to understand one’s travel behavior both theoretically and empirically.
To understand how the individual has chosen and chaining their activity locations, it is
important to take into account the influence of individual’s mental map to his/her
activity-travel decision making processes. Transport models are used to understand
and predict people’s travel behavior, so as to evaluate the impact of a certain policy.
Recently the activity-based modelling, which emphasized the notion that that the
purpose for generating a trip is to perform the activity (Hannes et al., 2007), is
becoming more popular. However, the result of the estimated model may be bias if
the choice set of a traveler is underestimated or exaggerated due to lacking of
information on individual’s cognitive understanding. Arentze and Timmermans (2003)
developed a Bayesian-belief network represents mental maps and cognitive learning,
so as to delineate the dynamic choice sets. They conclude that mental map
significantly influence the accuracy in modelling.
The participation of mental maps can help city planners to understand one’s spatial
knowledge, so as to model his/her travel behavior as well as his/her travel choice sets
more accurately. However, our understanding on one’s mental maps is still very
limited due to the measurement and operation and data availability issues (Hannes et
al., 2006). Therefore, to contribute to this research gap, this study aims to answer
these four questions. First, how do different people come up with different mental
maps? Second, which attributes or factors are important to the formation of mental
map? Third, how to present this abstract concept in a tangible way? Fourth, how does
this spatial cognition related to one’s observed activity space?
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This study attempts to understand how one’s mental map relates to the land use
configuration, activity locations and travel pattern. Table 1 shows the sub-objectives
and main tasks in this paper.
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Sub-objective

Main tasks

Understand the formation of mental maps

Study the relationship between mental map
and socio-demographic factors by using
binary logit model

Find out the determinants to mental maps

Study the relationship between mental map
and related factors such as land
use/accessibility variables and activity-travel
pattern variables by using binary logit model

Use spatial expression to describe mental

1. Derive mental maps from the survey

maps as well as individual’s movement

2. Calculate revealed activity space based

concentration over space

on the recently visited locations given in
the travel diary

Seek relationship between mental map and

1. Calculate overlapping area between

one’s activity space

these two spatial distribution
2. Take mental map as an independent
variable into the activity space model, so
as to see its positive (or negative) effect
to the activity space

The study is split into four stages: (1) data collection, (2) data processing, (3) data
analysis and (4) conclusion. In data collection stage, panel data of two-week travel
diary and mental map were collected for the same 57 individuals in Stockholm,
Sweden. The methods and process will be illustrated in detail in section 3.2. In data
processing stage, the data was separated into different parts for processing. The main
purpose is to transfer activity space and mental map into ASCII code, so as to
integrate with socio-demographic variables and activity-travel pattern variables for
further modelling. In data analysis stage, Binary Logit model was used to identify the
determinants factors that constitute the spatial areas that were reported within
individual’s mental map and were found within individual’s activity space. The
calculation was executed with Matlab software. At the end, it is expected that we will
be able to systematically identify and conclude the determinants crucial in shaping the
spatial areas of individual’s mental maps and activity spaces, as well as a relationship
between travel behavior and the composition of their mental map. Inference of
marginal effects was made for explaining the result and how this could be applied for
further research. Figure 2 shows a methodology flow chart for the study.
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flight, and may take several days’ travel. Note that 74 out of 309 locations (including
home locations) were excluded from the analysis.
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Spatial knowledge varies between individuals and groups in systematic ways, which
can result in different levels of “functional accessibility” despite the factors such as
socio-demographic factors that are believed to influence the travel behavior
(Mondschein et al., 2007). Therefore, even two spatially adjacent households whom
are daily going to the same destination can come up with two different routes.
Different understanding of the environment leads to various compositions in their
mental map. People tend to define famous places, such as city center or landmarks
as their “common anchors”, because these “anchors” are usually shared by a group of
people. Personal activity-related places, such as work place, are usually their
“personalized anchors” (Golledge and Garling, 2003). The study of the “common
anchors” that is shared by a group of people is useful in policy implementation.
However, translation and integration of mental maps into travel behavior and decision
making process analysis still remain weak due to the measurement and operation
issues (Hannes et al., 2006). Mental maps may not be cartographic representation,
like real maps. But the map-like image in their mind still can store information
(Al-Zoabi, 2002). Al-Zoabi used hand-drawn maps as a way for portraying children’s
mental maps. Children have their different ways of drawing, and thus it is
time-consuming to distinguish objects from their hand drawing. Also, he mentioned
three disadvantages in the study after translating the maps: (1) the scale is not fixed,
(2) the ability for people to place objects on the map with right proportionate maps is
not certain, and (3) the respondents are not experienced enough to draw mental
maps explicitly.
Nevertheless, it is very important to try integrating the mental map into modelling
framework for understanding its relationship with travel behavior. In this paper, mental
maps of respondents were revealed in a certain way and its relationship with their
revealed activity space obtained from the travel diaries was also investigated.
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Activities such as shopping, work and leisure form an integral part of every human
society. And these activities require both space and time, which vary from person to
person (Harvey, 2004). Activity space, also known as action space, is a spatial unit
consists of activity places that a person visited in a period of time (Dijst, 1999). In
order to describe a traveler’s spatial distribution of the locations he or she visited, an
activity space is designed into two-dimensional forms. The activity space should not
only show one’s revealed spatial activity behavior, but also be a good estimate of the
size of the activity areas. A two-dimensional confidence ellipse (interval) approach is
adopted for representing one’s activity space in a certain period of time (see Figure 5
for activity space representation). This approach can help measure the size of the
activity space, which represents the dispersion of the recently visited locations. Also, it
is easier to relate the mental map with activity space if they are in the same dimension.
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Among all the activity based modelling techniques, two major techniques stood out.
Discrete choice models operate at the aggregation individual decision makers. The
choice sets describe decision makers’ choice among all alternatives. For example, if
one chooses go to location A, and then the alternative is coded as 1, otherwise 0.
Compared to linear regression models, the relationship between dependent variables
and explanatory variables were not linear, which is suitable for mental map formations
as argued by Chorus and Timmermans (2008). Ultimate choices maximize the utilities
of activity-travel pattern. Logit model is one of the widely-used discrete choice models.
The formula representing utility takes a closed form and is easily to be interpreted
(Train, 2003). In this econometric model, mental map does not only influence
perceived utility of alternatives, but also delimit choice options. Meanwhile,
computational process models aimed at duplicating the behavioral process using
IF-THEN-heuristics. The attractiveness of alternatives was evaluated by attribute
values (e.g. cost) by using certain choice strategies (e.g. utility or satisfaction). Thus,
the participation of mental map will influence the attribute values as well as the choice
strategy (Hannes et al., 2007).
People got familiar with the surroundings through their activities. They learn from the
environment through repeated choices, thus the choice sets are limited to some
degree. Based on Arentze and Timmermans (2003) model on a Bayesian belief
network, considering only mental map’s effect, people tended to choose locations that
have better accessibility or shorter distance. For example, people tend to choose
shopping locations near to their home regardless of other further alternatives with
higher attractiveness through cognitive learning process.
Hannes et al. (2006) tried to build spatially cognizant agents in their paper through
interviews among respondents. They found out that spatial factors have nearly no
effect on daily travel behavior. Once their activity spaces formed, their daily routines
and activities began to become stable regardless of the change of environment. She
argued that people rarely have conscious travel decisions, such as location choices,
mode choice and route choice in daily activities. Hannes et al. (2007) used
computational process model (CPM) to examine the effect of mental map, a new
analytical approach rather than concrete mathematical model. They concluded that
individual’s mental map has effect on choosing travel modes and activity destinations.
Perception on accessibility, length of time and distance of space will influence the
decision process. Hannes et al. (2012) specified mental map notions in two types of
computational models: a Bayesian Inference Network (BIN) and a Fuzzy Cognitive
Map (FCM). Both approaches came up with a detailed quantitative representation of
the mental map in travel behavior. They found that FCM can be combined more
straightforward than BIN to describe all individual mental maps at the cost of utility
theories. Chorus and Timmermans (2008) conducted a survey on students in
Eindhoven and tried to examine the quality of stated and revealed mental maps. They
use both interview and designed maps to gain insight of respondents’ mental maps.
They found out mode choice as a determinant for the mental map quality, and a
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strong correspondence between stated and revealed mental map among men,
architecture students and local residents. Furthermore, it seemed that the relationship
between physical and genitive environment is nonlinear. For example, the
accessibility measured by transport network is not the real accessibility perceived by
travelers. Mental map did introduce bias on travel time in one’s mind, and thus
affected his choice sets (Chorus and Timmermans, 2008).
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As described above, there have been a lot of efforts done to understand the influence
and the importance of mental maps and activity spaces towards one’s travel patterns.
Less, however, has been done to investigate the determinants that constitute these
two abstract concepts in a systematic way. Most of the previous studies addressed
the problem from an explorative and descriptive point of views. There is no concrete
mathematical model that can be used to understand the relationship between mental
maps and activity space and individual’s socio-demographic and build environment
characteristics. The main obstacle is that mental map is an abstract concept.
Therefore a dedicated survey is needed to obtain the mental maps from individuals,
which most previous studies did not have such luxury. Furthermore, in the past, the
data processing was also considered as a hindrance due to its complexity and time
required to register and analyze the land parcel units. These are the original
contributions that are offered by this study.
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The methodology part is split into three stages: (1) data collection, (2) data processing,
(3) model formulation.
In data collection stage, panel data of two-week travel diary and mental map were
collected for the same 57 individuals in Stockholm, Sweden. The panel survey
consists of three different instruments: (1) a two-week travel diary, (2) a set of
psychological related questions via online survey, and (3) a set of mental map-related
question. The main purposes for such design are to observe: (1) individuals’
activity-travel pattern over time, (2) individuals’ mental map, and (3) the factors that
underlying the decision to use the new tram extension for the first time after the
service opened.
In data processing stage, the data was separated into different parts for processing.
First, the mental maps are classified into different groups according to their different
expression. For example, some respondents draw small polygons or points to point
out their familiar locations, while others draw big polygons (e.g. areas) to indicate the
areas that they are familiar with.
Then, all the maps were digitized to editable format in order to run the analysis by
using ArcGIS software. Next, recent visited locations obtained in the two-week travel
diary were used for creating individual’s revealed activity space by using the concept
of “confidence ellipses” (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003). Further,
socio-demographic and activity-travel pattern variables also obtained from the travel
diaries. Meanwhile, land use and accessibility variables were based on the
information given by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) and
Stockholm local transport operator or Stockholm Metro (SL).
In model formulation stage, Binary Logit model was used for analyzing the
determinants for the formation of mental map and activity space via Matlab software.
Dependent variables are the areas obtained from the mental maps and the
confidence ellipses representing activity space. Independent variables are separated
into three main categories: socio-demographic variables, land use and accessibility
variables and activity-travel pattern variables. Different models were tested for
comparison purposes. Average marginal effect of each cell/grid belong to certain
variables were also calculated among 57 individuals to see which “common anchors”
are the locations that they concern.
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The focus study were in Solna, Sundbyberg and Alvik sub-urban areas in which the
new extension line of the tram service introduced on 28th October 2013. The panel
survey consists of four waves (see Figure 6). The intention is to observe possible
changes in individuals’ travel behavior in a seven month period. However, only the
data in Wave 1 is used for this study.
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The two-week travel diary is a self-reported travel diary via pen and pencil approach
and mailed to each respondent. The diaries consist the information of origin and
destinations in every trip, mode choice details, trip purpose, departure and arrival time,
estimated travel distance, estimated travel time, travel companion detailed and
estimated travel cost. Meanwhile, the psychological related questions via online
survey approach captured respondents’ beliefs and opinions about the new tram
services. Note that the result of this particular section of questions is not included in
this study analysis. The mental map-related questions via pen and pencil approach,
which was mailed together with the travel diaries, aims at exploring the changes in the
respondents’ mental maps in four waves of survey period. The boundary of the
geographic area is fixed and pre-defines which covers the Central Stockholm (see
Figure 7 for map in shapefile format2). Respondents were asked to draw a polygon on
their familiar areas by using the grid cells given as a guide. The question asked was:
“Think about the area(s) that you are familiar with; now draw a polygon(s) around
these areas in yellow color.” Meanwhile, socio-demographic characteristics such as
gender, age, marital status, employment status, household size, driving license
ownership and income were obtained from the online survey questionnaire.
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Four parts of data are processed for further modelling: Spatial distribution of mental
map and activity space; socio-demographic factors; travel pattern factors; land use
and accessibility factors. All data processing is analyzed via ArcGIS software. The
data source of base map is available in SLU database.

!!    
Spatial distribution of mental maps

Spatial distribution of mental map is derived from the areas (polygons) sketched by
the respondents on the mental map questionnaire. Mental maps were manually
entered into ArcGIS software and saved as shape files. Since the mental map given to
the respondents used geographic reference system of World Geodetic System 1984
(WGS84) and the SLU base map used Swedish Reference System 1999 (SWEREF
99), there might be a minor deviation in the shapes of mental maps. Due to this
reason, the respondents’ mental maps have to be entered manually on the base map
layer.
Based on the respondents’ different expressions, the mental maps are divided into
three main groups for analysis purposes: (1) using areas (polygons) to represent
mental maps, (2) pointing out the landmarks (e.g. name of the main locations or public
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transport stations) to represent mental maps, (3) a combination of the first two ways of
expression. For the first group, their sketched areas were directly used as their mental
maps in data processing part. For the second group, it is assumed in this paper that
their mental map is a circle-like area with a radius of 500 meters (based on the bus
stop interval distance), in which the center of the circle is on the point that the
respondent has highlighted on the given mental map questions. The third group is the
combination of the two approaches (from the two groups) as mentioned previously.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 shows the example of the mental map from Group 1 and Group
2.
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Spatial distribution of activity space

The spatial distribution of activity space is obtained by constructing a two-dimensional
confidence ellipse around an estimated center point. This measure uses the locations
that the respondents recently visited in two weeks to construct the ellipse and
assumes that the respondents know or familiar with the areas within this ellipse, which
is generally larger than reality (Schonfelder and Axhausen, 2003). The trip
destinations, home locations and work locations reported in the travel diary were used
to construct this ellipse-form activity space.
The construction of confidence ellipse is by using the build-in function in ArcGIS
called “Standard Deviational Ellipse”. Standard Deviational Ellipse is “a common way
of measuring the trend for a set of points or areas is to calculate the standard distance
separately in the x- and y-directions” (Environmental Systems Research Institute,
ESRI, 2015). The measure defined the regression line and axes of an ellipse that
encompass the distribution of features. The reason why it is called stand deviational
ellipse is that the measure calculates the standard deviation of the x-coordinates and
y-coordinates from the mean center to define the axes of the ellipse. The number of
standard deviations determines the size of the confidence ellipse, so as to quote
uncertainty of the dataset. In this paper, two standard deviations represent the
uncertainty, which encompasses 95% of the measurements. The confidence ellipse
also helps to see the orientation of the features by using frequencies as weights for
each location in the calculation. Equation (1) represents the standard deviational
are the coordinates of each location and { X , Y } is

confidence ellipse, where xi , yi

the mean center. Equation (2) represents the angle of rotation of the confidence
ellipse. All the equations are available on ArcGIS resource center brochure.
n

SDEx =

∑ (x − X )
i =1

i

n

n

2

   SDE y =

tan θ =

∑(y −Y)
i =1

i

n

2
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⎠

Figure 10 shows an example result of a 95% confidence ellipse given by this function.
The yellow dots represent the locations in which the respondent visited within two
weeks, the red ‘home-like’ figure represents for the home location, and the grey area
indicates the confidence ellipse. Note that the area exceeds the geographic boundary
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For another modification of the “Modified confidence ellipse” approach, visited
locations are separated into two groups based on their distance to home or work:
‘Home locations’ are the locations that are nearer to home than work place(s) and
‘Work locations’ are the locations that are nearer to work place(s) than home. ‘Home
locations’ and ‘Work locations’ are used as the centers of their own ellipses. These
two ellipses merged together and become the complete activity space. For those who
do not work, they only have one home-centered ellipse as their activity space. Figure
11 shows the example of a 95% modified standard deviational ellipse. Figure 12
shows two 95% modified confidence ellipses with centers of home location and work
location. Figure 13 shows a complete activity space of a worker. Non-worker activity
space shares the same distribution as in Figure 11. Figure 14 shows the framework of
constructing activity spaces in ArcGIS model builder.
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It is observed in the data processing stage that there were some numbers of visited
locations that belong to home and/or work group are below the minimum number of
locations that can be analyzed by ArcGIS to produce the confidence ellipse (which is
three locations for a confidence ellipse at least). In order to overcome this limitation, it
is assumed that the activity space for that location is within a circle of 300 meters
radius (based on the individual’s average walking distance) since it is logical to
assume that the radius of their active area(activity space coverage) may less than a
bus stop distance (500m). The circle captured the actual individual’s activity space,
based on the diaries is shown in Figure 15.
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Socio-demographic factors

Socio-demographic factors are basic information of the respondents that distinguish
from one person to another. They were retrieved directly from the online questionnaire
survey. Socio-demographic factors are classified into different groups for the ease of
analysis and interpretation of binary logit model. Table 2 shows the factors that are
used in this paper and its corresponding description. 
 <##6!#&$(#&''&$(#"'
Socio-demographic factors
Name
Id
Worker
Or student
Gender


Description
Identification number
of respondents

Name

Description

Owned car(s)

Own car: 1. no car 2. Has car(s)

If the respondent
1. student/worker

Owned bike(s)

2. non student/worker
Sex of the respondent

Owned
9A

Own bike: 1. no bike 2. Has
bike(s)
Owned motorcycle: 1. no



1. Male 2. Female

motorcycle(s)

motorcycle 2. Has
motorcycle(s)

Holding a

Age groups of the
Age

respondent1. below 25

public

Own public transport season

2. 26 – 40

transport

ticket: 1. No 2. yes

3. 41 – 60

4. above 60

season ticket
Gross monthly income: 1.less

Child status: 1. no children
Child

in household 2. has children

than 15,000SEK (low income)
Income

2. 15,000 - 54,999SEK (middle

in household

income) 3. 55,000SEK and
above (high income)

Travel pattern factors

Travel pattern factors are attributes that described the respondents’ travel behavior.
Those factors were obtained from the two-week travel diaries. The variables are
classified into two main categories: activity related variables and trip generation
variables.
Activity related variables describe the characteristics of the activity itself. The main
categories and its descriptions can be seen in Table 3, which is based on the
classification of travel activities (Golob, 1999). The purpose of activity can help to see
which kind of activities tend to increase or decrease the size of individual’s activity
space and mental map. Proportion of trips conducted by different transport modes is
also described in Table 3. It is expected that certain transport mode has greater effect
than others on increasing or decreasing individual’s activity space and mental map.
Trip generation variables describe all the activities from home. They are also
measures of an individual’s travel pattern. The categories listed in Table 3 are
similar with the categories used by Golob (1999). 
 =&* $((&"(#&'
Activity related variables

Description
Number of subsistence/mandatory activity

Subsistence activities (times /per day)

such as work/school/study
Number of non-discretionary such as

Non-discretionary activities (times /per day)

obligated/maintenance or compulsory
activities like eating meals, certain shopping
and day care.



Discretionary activities (times /per day)

Number of discretionary/ leisure activities

Return home activities (times /per day)

Number of return home activity

Proportion of mode variables

Description

Proportion of slow mode trips (%)

Proportion of trips in slow mode in two
:8



weeks
Proportion of car trips (%)

Proportion of trips in car mode in two weeks
Proportion of trips in public transport mode

Proportion of public transport trips (%)

in two weeks

Proportion of other trips (%)

Proportion of trips in other mode in two

(motorcycle, taxi and other)

weeks

Travel pattern variables

Description
Average number of trips per day in two

Average number of trips (trips per day)

weeks

Average Total travel time (minutes per day)

Average total travel time spent per day

Average travel distance(kilometer per day)

Average travel distance spent per day

Average number of trip chains (number per

Average number of trip chains per day

day)

Land use/ Accessibility factors

Land use factors describe the three main types for the land use: commercial,
industrial, residential or others (such as hospitals). Figure 16 shows the original land
use types in the area. For analysis purposes, they have been classified into three
main types as mentioned previously.
Accessibility factors take into account a public transport mode and private mode
existence on space into consideration such as subway, light rail (Lokalbaner), tram
(Spårvagn), railway and main roads. First, the distances from home or work location
to any places in the area are defined as the first two accessibility factors. People tend
to go to locations that are close to their home or work places. Thus, locations close to
their home/work places are define as higher accessibility than the other locations. The
public transport accessibility of the respondents is determined by the distance
between their home locations to the nearest subway/tram/light rail stations. Figure 17
shows the locations of public transport stations on space. The black points represent
the railway stations, green points represent the subway stations, pink point represents
the light rail (Lokalbaner) and blue points represent the tram (Spårvagn) stations.
Meanwhile, the road density is used as an a proximity of the accessibility for private
cars. City center has a higher road density than suburban areas, thus there is higher
private car accessibility in city center than other areas. But note that, road density
does not take congestions on nodes or links into account. Therefore, if it is good to be
an indicator of the accessibility of private cars needs to be further investigated. As it is
shown in Figure 18, the road density is higher in red area and lower in green area.
Figure 19 shows the framework of constructing all the land use/accessibility factors in
model builder.
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represent activity space and the derived mental maps. The independent variables
contain three main parts, which have been described explicitly in section 3.3.1. Note
that their potential interrelations are not considered into the model. In modelling stage,
three or four categories of variables are estimated in the model to evaluate their
influences on individual’s activity space and mental map. The pool models are first
estimated in the sense that observations (cells) from all respondents are used in
estimation and assumed to be independent to each other.
Table 4 shows the description for each model. Four test models are applied to mental
map models and six are applied to activity space model. The main purpose for testing
all these models is to see how different categories of variables contribute to the
formation of activity space or mental map. The comparison between different models
also helps to identify the main category variables that are crucial to these two areas. 
 > # '&$(#"
Model name

Mental map

Activity space

Model 1

All variables included

All variables included

Model 2

Only socio-demographic variables

All variables included but without

included

mental map variable

Only travel pattern variables

Only socio-demographic variables

Model 3

included

included

Model 4

Only land use/accessibility variables

Only travel pattern variables

included

included

Model 5

Not applicable

Only land use/accessibility variables

Model 6

Not applicable

Only mental map variable included

included

The marginal effect of each grid is calculated for statistical significant variables (these
variables must have unique value on each cell/grid, such as “mental map” variable).
For example, if “mental map” variable is statistically significant, its marginal effect is
calculated among 57 individuals over all 19764 cells. The average marginal result will
be transfer from ASCII code to raster file in ArcGIS to see which locations are
important to the formation of activity space in terms of “mental map” variable. As it is
explained previously, these locations may be the “common anchors” among the
respondent, which may give policy implication to city planners.
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Results of this case study are shown in data analysis part. The results are divided into
two parts. Descriptive analysis will show the descriptive results about the dataset,
describing the profiles of respondents in different aspects. Model estimation will show
the results of the models explained previously, so as to find out the determinants to
activity space and mental maps as well as the “common anchors”.
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There were 57 respondents involved in this case study and most of them are live in
Solna, Sundbyberg and Alvik (suburban). Table 5 shows the percentage of
socio-demographic characteristics over the 57 respondents. As it is shown in the table,
most of the respondents are women. This may introduce a gender bias in the result.
Nevertheless, gender factor will be included in the model specification, thus this bias
is controlled in the model.
 ?&"(#'##6!#&$&(&'('#(?A&'$#""('



Socio-demographic characteristics

Percentage

Male

19%

Female

81%

Employed

61%

Non-employed

39%

Below 25 years old

11%

Between 26 years old to 40 years old

32%

Between 41 years old to 60 years old

28%

Over 60 years old

30%

No children in household

51%

Children in household

49%

No car

60%

Own car

40%

No bike

16%

Own bike

84%

No motorcycle

89%

Own motorcycle

11%

No public transport season ticket

35%

Have public transport season ticket

65%

Low income

11%

Middle income

67%

High income

22%
:?
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Travel pattern profile explains the average activity or trip chains conducted every day
in this two-week-time. The respondents are normally conduct approximately 2 trips
per day and 1 trip chain, which means that they have completed 2 trips in a trip chain3
on average. Their daily lives are full of different purposes of activities, evenly. The
total travel time spent per day is about 51 minutes and travel distance is
approximately 18 kilometers per day. Their main travel mode used is public transport.
This may be related to the facts that: 1. The study area is well connected by public
transport. 2. Women use public transport to a great extent than men
(Johnsson-Latham, 2007) and the majority of the respondents are women as it stated
in section 4.1.1.
 @') ('#(&* $((&"(#&
Travel pattern factor

Average /day

Travel pattern factor

No./day

No. of trips

1.90

Total travel time

50.72(minutes/day)

Subsistence activity

0.39

Total distance

17.82(kilometers/day)

Non-discretionary activity

0.42

proportion of slow mode

25.6%

Discretionary activity

0.31

proportion of car

23.8%

Return home activity

0.79

proportion of public

49.8%

No. of trip chains

0.95

proportion of other mode

transport

"!    

      

0.77%



The sizes of mental map, activity space and their overlapping area are calculated and
explained in this section. The whole area size of this case study is 198 square
kilometers. The average percentage of mental map and activity space to the total area
is 11.5% and 17.6% respectively, the distribution of number of people in each
percentage range can be seen in the first two histograms in Figure 21. Most of the
people have a mental map or an activity space that covers less than 20% of the total
area in this study. Further, activity space is usually bigger than the mental map on
average among the 57 respondents. The percentage of the overlapping area of
mental map in activity space is 32% on average, which means that the remaining 68%
of the individuals’ activity space is not inside their mental map on average. It is
contrary to the hypothesis that mentioned in the beginning that activity space is an
approximation to the mental map. But note that, the activity space is based on the
areas of the confidence ellipse obtained from ArcGIS, so the real activity space
should be smaller than the activity space estimated by using confidence ellipse
method. Furthermore, it is notable here that the confidence ellipse is calculated based
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on the accumulative two-week activity locations. The distribution of locations might be
dispersed or concentrated compared to that of one day activity locations or long-term
activity locations. Thus the area should be significantly bigger than daily activity space,
but may be smaller than long-term activity space. The percentage is the calculation
result of the overlapping area divided by area size of activity space. Both denominator
and numerator may be decreased, so it is uncertain the real percentage will increase
or decrease. The distribution of number of people in each percentage range in terms
of overlapping area of mental map in activity space is shown in the last histogram in
Figure 21.
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Six models are estimated for the activity space and four models are estimated for the
mental map. Through model comparison, it is possible to find out the key
determinants to the formation of these two areas. Average marginal effect over all
grids is discussed in Section 4.3.2. Each model contains 1,126,548 of observations
(grids) of 57 respondents. . Therefore, the value of some estimation results may be
low and the value for t-tests will be high due to the large size of the observations. Note
that the parameters were estimated by using mean value in each attributes, and not
based on individual attributes. The individual heterogeneity therefore is not captured
in these models. This could be interesting for further works.
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Activity space models
Table 7 shows the results of models with all variables included (model1) and all
variables included except for the mental map variable (model 2). Model 1 and model 2
are the general models since all the available explanatory variables are included.
While model 3 to model 6 are restricted models relative to model 1 and model 2 as
those models did not include some part of explanatory variables. The likelihood ratio
test uses t test whether the restricted model is equally good as the general model.
The null hypothesis is that the restricted model is equally good as the general model.
In that sense, a significant likelihood ratio test would reject this null hypothesis.
According to likelihood ratio test (shown below in (3)), model 1(general model) is
better than model 2(restricted model) since R (=294263.97) is much bigger than 0.455
when the degree of freedom is 1 in terms of 0.05 significance level (Neyman and
Pearson, 1992). It indicates that mental map has positive influence to the formation of
activity space for its positive coefficients and its high value.
    ),   ,         

(3)

The distances to home or work locations have negative effect on the activity space,
which indicate that individuals tend to go to places that are near to their home or work
location. Locations close to home are more attractive than those close to work places.
Socio-demographic variables
Employed respondents (including students) tend to have a smaller activity space area
than non-workers, which is contradict to the previous studies (Susilo and Kitamura,
2005; Dharmowijoyo et al., 2014). The activity space shrinks time-space prisms
among worker respondents force them to concentrate their other locations in more
concentrated activity locations than other travelers (Susilo and Avineri, 2014). Male
have larger activity space area than women. Compare to the elderly (age is above 60
years old), the activity space expands with the increase of age. The trend is more or
less similar to the result shown in the paper of Schönfelder and Axhausen (2003). The
t-test of variable “If income is between 15,000 to 54,999SEK” is surprisingly
insignificant. The presence of dependent children reduces adult household members’
out-of-home time spent, which eventually reduces their out-of-home activity
participations (Susilo and Avineri, 2014). Presumably this may be the reason for the
negative coefficient of variable “if one has one or more dependent child(ren)”. As
expected, car owners, compared to motorcycle owners and bike owners, have a
larger activity space. At the same time, those who own public transport seasonal
ticket have smaller activity space than others, which is in line with the findings in
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Schönfelder and Axhausen (2003).
Travel pattern variables
The positive coefficients of “average number of trips”, “average travel time per day”
and “average distance per day” show that the more travel-time-spent or
travel-distance-travelled trips one conducted, the larger activity space area he or she
will have. On the contrary, the more trip chains made, the more concentrate locations
are, thus less travel-time-spent to reach the activity locations. This make the individual
has a smaller activity space.
Subsistence activity locations tend to be fixed and activity space tends to be recurrent,
while discretionary activity locations are more variable and activity space tends to be
random (Susilo and Kitamura, 2005). Therefore, discretionary activities, compared to
other activities, seem to be beneficial to the expansion of individual’s activity space.
Car trips, as well as public transport trips, create larger activity space than slow mode
trips (e.g. walking and cycling).
Land use /Accessibility variables
The public transport accessibility variables (such as distance to light rail) have not
shown much effect to the expansion of activity space. Compared to residential area,
commercial area and other type area (e.g. hospitals) are more likely to be in one’s
activity space, while in contrast with industrial area. Both variables “rail density” and
“road density” have not shown significant impacts onthe expansion the activity space.
Table 8 shows the four models with different categories of explanatory variables
respectively: socio-demographic variables, land use/accessibility variables, travel
pattern variables and mental map variable. By comparing their log-likelihood through
likelihood ratio test (3), travel pattern variables are the most significant variables to the
formation of activity space, followed by socio-demographic variables, land
use/accessibility variables and mental map variable. The reason why land
use/accessibility factors have lower significance than socio-demographic factors or
travel pattern factors may be that the number of variables for describing land use
factors is limited in this paper so that they have not shown much of their effect on
activity space. Mental map has its importance to understanding the spatial distribution
of activity space.
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Model 1
Variable type
Constant

Model 2

Estimate

t-value

Estimate

t-value

-0.3787

-1.3999

-0.2923

-1.1075

Distance to home location from every gird

C

-0.0006

-294.19205

-0.0006

-304.50945

Distance to work location from every gird

C

-0.0001

-79.09905

-0.0001

-81.04035

Socio-demographic variables
If the respondent is employed(student) or not

D

-1.5087

-71.24725

-1.5038

-72.37475

Male or female( Male = 0 and Female =1)

D

-0.3856

-36.38455

-0.4124

-39.32845

"(:=

D

0.3874

19.39895

0.3046

15.48145

"#(:>#<8)!"

D

0.6200

31.87785

0.5540

28.98455

"#(<9#>8)!"

D

0.9718

52.79405

0.9622

52.87435

"""#9=,888

D

0.4084

24.81865

0.3042

18.68905

"#(9=,888#=<,AAA

D

-0.0124

-1.1382

-0.1197

-11.25895

"!! #3!4

D

-0.4266

-33.88615

-0.3619

-29.08775

(!3"4

D

0.6498

64.68095

0.7179

72.63355

(#!)3"4

D

-0.3711

-22.77525

-0.4233

-26.17655

(3"4

D

-0.6297

-53.32855

-0.6776

-57.88415

( &#!" !#""##

D

-1.3271

-117.92865

-1.3737

-123.73115

!' ##!'!"
'!&!#! " !)

C

0.5027

27.51975

0.5757

31.85845

'!&!"&""##! " !)

C

0.9250

22.03655

0.9457

22.69515

'!&!2"!#!)#! " !)

C

0.2790

9.29475

0.3396

11.45905

'!&!"!#!)#! " !)

C

2.3621

60.90585

2.1683

56.56815

'!&!#! " !)

C

-2.9927

-85.81425

-2.8449

-82.19435

'!#!'# !)

C

0.0068

23.64835

0.0078

27.58525

'!#!'"# !)

C

0.0031

8.61095

0.0025

6.89885

! !#"(&"

C

0.0251

9.27495

0.0252

9.54495

! !#!&"

C

0.0461

16.72285

0.0474

17.60515

! !# &#!" !#&"

C

0.0515

18.92355

0.0529

19.89945

&"1""#)'!"
"###!"##!'!)!

C

0.0004

137.04025

0.0005

145.76485

"##!"##!'!)!

C

-0.0001

-22.50045

-0.0001

-22.15065

"##"&()"##!'!)!

C

0.0000

-3.34385

-0.0001

-14.57005

"###!"##!'!)!

C

-0.0002

-134.07225

-0.0003

-148.48955

#!#) "!

D

0.0563

4.54385

0.0735

5.99585

#!#) "&"#!

D

-0.1901

-14.51895

-0.2087

-16.04795

#!#) "#!#) 

14.21695

D

0.0779

10.34495

0.1060

"#)3"#)4!

C

0.0418

0.0247

0.0449

0.0267

"#)3"#)4!

C

0.0815

0.1096

0.1500

0.2042

D

0.8194

87.44155

1

1

Choosing the grid as mental map
number of observations

1126548

Log-likelihood

-298111.0680

-301958.166

Log-likelihood for zero beta

-780863.5700

-780863.5700
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1126548



McFadden rho

0.618

0.613

Log-likelihood for constants only

-497268.4700

-497268.47
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D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

C
C
C
C
C
C

Male or female( Male = 0 and Female =1)

"/2

"/31-#

"1.3-#

.2$--- 

".2$---21$444 

)*

")*

"#)*

")*

" 

! #

!  #

! (##

! ##

! #

!!#

C

Distance to work location from every gird

If the respondent is employed(student) or not

-0.0006

C

Distance to home location from every gird

Estimate
-3.8975
-0.0006
-0.0002

123.8722+
-363.1293+
-117.1916+

Model 4

 

t-value



'

'

'

'

'

'

-74.4641+

11.2646+

30.6203 +

68.8591+

-92.4502 +

9.0116+

24.2905+

20.2194+

-19.7121+

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-15.0409+

'

-39.6990+
-14.2413+

01

'

'

'

'

'

'

0.0015

-1.7387

0.5525

-0.8526

-1.0010

1.1306

!!

-0.5461

0.0999

0.3642

0.4994

-0.9647

0.0796

0.3322

0.2887

-0.2617

-0.2441

-0.1189

-0.4468

Socio-demographic !

-0.0002

2.1754

Estimate

Model 3

Constant

Variable type

    



6.8183+

-65.4955+

21.4102+

-39.5441+

-42.5234+

76.8600+

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-128.7215+

-364.677+

-19.7844+

t-value

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-0.0002

-0.0005

1.9139

Estimate

Model 5

   

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-209.2213+

-288.9286+

163.5656+

t-value

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-1.9188

Estimate

Model 6

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-643.9050+

t-value

C

 "#!#

!#

C

#)#*

-780863.5700
0.556
-497268.47

Log-likelihood for zero beta

McFadden rho

Log-likelihood for constants only

-347048.462

'% 

%  !

% #! 

02

'

'
1126548.0000

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

number of observations
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'

'

'

'

0.0542

0.0644

0.0417

0.0054

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

27.2984 +

32.2292+

20.7194+

18.0010+

-497268.47

0.558

-780863.5700

-345068.456

1126548.0000

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

 '#!

'

'

'

'

Log-likelihood

Choosing the grid as mental map

C

#)#*

D

C

!#

##

C

!#

D

C

  

D

C

 

# 

C

" 

#

C
C

!!#



-497268.47

0.553

-780863.5700

-349068.777

0.0288

0.0030

11.3688+

-14.8965+

4.1943+

-126.590+

-15.3382+

-14.6889+

133.8068+

'

'

'

'

1126548.0000

0.0196

0.0047

0.0784

-0.1806

0.0476

-0.0002

-0.0001

0.0000

0.0004

'

'

'

'

257.8479+

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-497268.47

0.402

-780863.5700

-466753.833

1126548.0000

1.6973

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'



Mental map models
Table 9 shows the result of the model with all variables (like model 1) included on
mental map choice. Individuals are familiar with the locations that are close to their
home based on the negative coefficient of variable “distance to home from every grid”.
The coefficient for variable “distance to work location from every grid” is too small to
be observed.
Socio-demographic variables
Workers (including students) tend to have a larger mental map area than non-workers.
Women’s mental maps cover smaller areas than men, which is different from the
finding of Chorus and Timmermans (2009). In model 1 (with all variables included),
individuals who are under 25 years old and individuals who between 41 to 60 years
old seem to have a larger mental map area than the elderly. Meanwhile, individuals
who are between 21 to 40 years old have a smaller mental map area than the elderly.
However, in model 2 (only with socio-demographic variables included) shows that the
mental map expands with the increase of age. This result is inconsistent with the
results obtained in model 1. With the participation of travel pattern variables, age
variable effect towards mental map may change due to their endogeneity. For
example, non-workers tend to conduct more trips than workers due to their availability
in time spent, however this socio demographic factors and the trips frequency are all
controlled in the same model. Therefore, it is hard to observe the correlation or
endogeneity between these two variables and that may result in unstable coefficients
between all models. High income individuals have a larger mental map area than
low income individuals. It is also observed that the coefficient of car ownership
variable is significantly positive in direction, which indicates that individuals with high
income and own car(s) in their household can afford traveling to more places
compared to others. Thus, their mental map may be larger than individuals with low
income and have no car in their household. The signs of other variables are
inconsistent in model 1 and model 2, and as a result, these social demographic
factors’ effects towards the formation of mental map remain unclear which need to be
further investigated.
Travel pattern variables
The positive coefficients of “average number of trips”, “average travel time per day”
indicate that more travel-time-spent will lead to a larger mental map area, which is
in-line with previous findings (Chorus and Timmermans, 2010). However, negative
coefficient of “average travel distance per day” shows the opposite compared to the
effect of “average travel time per day”. Presumably, travel time seems to be more
explanatory on the expansion of mental map. Long distance travel per day does not
necessarily correspond to long activity durations in various locations which contribute
to the formation of mental map.






The trip chain variable shows a positive effect on the formation of mental map.
Efficient and concentrated combinations of trips are more likely to be included into
individuals’ mental maps. It is also possible that the trip chains conducted by
individuals are mostly simple (not complex) tours, which is consistent with the positive
sign of “number of trips”. The simple tour here means only one activity is conducted in
a trip chain, for example, individual make a working trip from home to work place, then
come back home from the work place. Subsistence activities (e.g. work and study) are
usually at fixed locations. Once the locations are determined, they no longer expand
the mental maps. Number of discretionary activities (e.g. sport) is typically subject to
time-constraint. More discretionary activities might indicate that those activities are
conducted close to home. For instance, long-distance discretionary trips have a
positive utility on the discretionary activity duration (Liu et al., 2015). Therefore, once
one conducts a long-distance discretionary trip (far away from home), he/she is less
likely to conduct more discretionary trips. It stated that passive transport mode trips
(like public transport) should have negative effect on the mental map (Chorus and
Timmermans, 2010). However, all the coefficients are negative here including car and
slow mode which are considered as active modes. Since the travel time and travel
distance variables are controlled in the model specification, the effects of using
different modes are absorbed by the effects of travel time and travel distance
variables. Therefore, an increase in the proportion of a given travel mode given the
travel distance and time may not correspond to an expansion of mental map. Besides,
too high proportion of a given transport mode might indicate a smaller probability of
multi-modal travel, which might result in a smaller mental map.
Land use /Accessibility variables
The public transport accessibility variables (such as distance to light rail) for public
transport have not shown much effect to the expansion of mental map. Compared to
residential areas, commercial areas are inclined to be in one’s mental map. Areas with
higher rail density or road density (e.g. urban areas) are easier to be remembered by
individuals than area with low accessibility, especially for road density. Note that road
density do not take congestions on nodes or links into account.
Table 9 also shows three models (model 2, model 3 and model 4) with different
categories of explanatory variables: socio-demographic factors, land use/accessibility
factors and travel pattern factors. By comparing their log-likelihood via likelihood ratio
test (3), travel pattern variables are the most influential variables to the understanding
of mental map, followed by the land use/accessibility variables and
socio-demographic variables. In line with Figure 4, mental map and travel pattern will
have mutual impacts on each other. Socio-demographic factors will affect ones’
mental map, along with land use factors, lead to different travel behavior.
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Marginal effect is calculated for certain variables which have unique value on each
cell/grid. Marginal effect measures how a variable responds proportionally to if the
grid being in one’s activity space or mental map, in another word, 1 unit increase
(decrease) of the independent variable will lead to “a” percentage of change in
probability of this grid being included in one’s activity space or mental map. In general,
three kinds of marginal effects are calculated for continuous variable and dummy
variable respectively. For a continuous variable, e.g. distance to home, the value of
the variable is increased by 10% for the whole sample and the marginal effects are
calculated as the difference between the expected outcomes of the before- and
after-change sample for each observation. The final marginal effect takes the mean of
all observations. For a dummy variable, e.g. land use commercial, the dummy
variable is changed to 1 for a subsample where the dummy variable takes a value of 0
and to 0 for the subsample where the dummy variable takes a value of 1. Then the
marginal effects of the two subsamples are calculated respectively and added up after
reversing the sign of the marginal effect of second subsample.
Table 10 shows the variables that were included in the two models and their
estimated average marginal effect. For instance, given the table 10, one meter further
from home may lead to 1.87% decrease in probability of a particular grid being in the
activity space after controlling other explanatory variables. Being a commercial land
use may lead to 0.24% increase in probability of a particular grid being in the activity
space after controlling other explanatory variables, compared to residential area.
From the table, it can be seen that the mental map variable has its significant
contribution to the expansion of activity space, so as commercial and industrial areas
to mental map. Therefore, marginal effect of mental map variable is tested to see the
proportional change in activity space. And commercial area (positive marginal effect)
is used to find out the crucial locations to mental map.
Furthermore, the specific model estimation was done using observations (grids) from
only a given respondent. Therefore, totally 57 individual level models are estimated
and 57 sets of marginal effects are calculated. Each set of marginal effects denote the
effects of explanatory variables for each respondent. Note that each set of marginal
effects has values for each grid. Therefore, for a specific grid, there are 57 marginal
effects from 57 respondents, and those 57 marginal effects depict the intra-individual
heterogeneity of variable effects. The marginal effect is calculated for each cell among
57 individuals, which means each cell will have 57 unique marginal effect values and
has a distribution over these values. For convenience, the average of these 57 unique
marginal effect values is used to represent on the map. Figure 20 shows the result
map of the average marginal effect values of these cells by transferring these data to
ASCII code and importing into ArcGIS.







  

 

       

Variable

Activity space model

Mental map model

Choosing the grid as

Choosing the grid as

activity space

mental map

Distance of cell i to home location

-0.0187

-0.0078

Distance of cell i to work location

-0.0038

-0.0003

Part of individual’s mental map

0.1047

/

Distance of cell i to light railLokalbaner) station

0.0093

0.0030

Distance of cell i to rail station

-0.0011

-0.0013

Distance of cell i to subway station

-0.0001

-0.0044

Distance of cell i to tram(Spårvagn) station

-0.0096

-0.0081

The land use of cell i is for commercial

0.0024

0.0108

The land use of cell i is for industrial

-0.0143

-0.0162

The land use of cell i is other type

0.0047

0.0123

Rail density in cell i

0.0000

0.0000

Road density in cell i

0.0000

0.0000

Marginal effect on activity space
The red area indicates high value in marginal effect and green indicates for low value.
If the location (area) is red, it means that, if the area is inside one’s mental map, it has
higher possibility (than other areas) to be chosen as activity space, in another word,
an average individual (average of all respondents) is more likely to visit this location.
As it is shown in Figure 22, areas around Stadion, Frosunda, Solna and Hornstull are
the popular activity places if they are in individuals’ mental maps.










   

    

  

Marginal effect on mental map
The red area indicates high value in marginal effect and green indicates low value. If
the location (area) is red, it means that, if the area is commercial area compared to
residential area, it has a high possibility (than other areas) to be included into mental
map. As it is shown in Figure 23, city center areas are very likely to be in individuals’
mental maps. So do the areas along the major roads from city center to Frosunda,
and road from Alvik to Rinkeby. The main reason for this phenomenon may be that
most of the respondents live in Solna, Sundbyberg and Alvik. From this figure, it can
be suggested that individuals’ mental map is somehow correlated to the major road or
transport infrastructure that is near their residential area. If the commercial area is with
great accessibility, it is likely to be included into one’s mental map.








   

      


























  




 
This paper presents a methodological framework for understanding the determinants
to individual’s activity space and mental map empirically. The paper introduced a new
way of collecting mental map by asking respondents to draw their familiar areas under
certain guidance (with pre-defined map boundaries). The mental maps obtained from
the survey reveal the spatial knowledge of travelers from a macroscopic way rather
than microscopic way in previous studies (Al-Zoabi, 2002). The guidance and map
survey limit the expression of traveler’s spatial knowledge and thus made it easy to be
digitized. However, it may lose some personal travel experience (such as perceived
distance may different from real distance) at the same time.
The digitization of these two concepts is the most important part in this paper.
Location choices are summarized from the travel diary for creating activity space.
ArcGIS software realized this idea via creating confidence ellipse which represents
the activity space. Modifications are applied during the data procession for the
accuracy of activity space. The mental map was transferred from “map-form” spatial
distribution to ASCII code for modelling purposes. So do the activity spaces derived
from the modified confidence ellipses. The format of data set made it easy to be used
for further work.
The result of modelling reveals that travel pattern factors are the most influential
factors (compared to socio-demographic factors and land use factors) to both activity
space and mental map. Mental map has its contribution to activity space. Marginal
effect of certain variables reflected the locations that interest people. The inference is
useful when assessing an implementation of a new transport policy intervention. The
models that were developed in this study are one of its first kinds. Thus it needs much
improvement, especially in understanding the interrelationship between different
categories of variables and the cross marginal effect between certain variables in
influencing individual spatial movements and choices.

  

   

Assumptions have been made in this paper with caveats. The radius of activity space
is set to 300 meters and mental map is set to 500 meters. The numbers may be
exaggerated or underestimated since there is no concrete evidence to show the
average walking distances for the respondents. In addition, the confidence ellipse
used for representing activity space may be overestimated in the ArcGIS software.
The size of real activity space should be relatively smaller than the area sizes
obtained in the paper.






Much can be done for further studies. The data set (Termida et al., 2015) has been
collected for four waves to study the mental map changes after the opening of a new
tram line extension. From the results, it is found that the formation of mental map has
some relationship with infrastructure. Therefore, it is worthwhile to digitize the mental
maps of all the four waves (in a long time span perspective) to see the changes in
individuals’ mental maps with regards to this new transport infrastructure (new tram
line). The binary logit model can be optimized in further study as well. Travel pattern
factors like activity related variables could also be optimized by presenting in spatial
distribution (like a subsistence activity conducted at a certain grid) rather than average
figures. If exists, the optimization will contribute to the accuracy of the model. As for
the marginal effect, there is only one marginal effect is estimated due to time
constraint. More marginal effect (cross marginal effect between variables) of variables
should be explored to understand deeper the construct of individual’s activity space or
mental map areas from land use and urban planning perspectives.
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